
CONCERNING CERTAIN EQUICONTINUOUS SYSTEMS OF CURVES*

BY
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In order that a system G of open curves lying in a given plane S should be

equivalent, from the standpoint of analysis situs, t to a complete t system of

parallel lines in S it is not sufficient that through each point of S there should

A0 B„

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

pass one and only one curve of the system C?. Consider the examples indi-

cated in Figs. 1 and 2.% In each of these examples through each point of the

plane there is one and only one curve of the system in question but the system

* Cf. papers presented to the Society, April 28 and October 27, 1917.

t A complete system of parallel lines in a plane S is the set of all Unes in S parallel to a given

line. A system G of open curves is said to be equivalent, from the standpoint of analysis situs,

to such a system of Unes L if there is a one to one continuous transformation of S into itself

which carries G into L.
i In the case roughly indicated by Fig. 1, An B0 and AÉ are two parallel lines at a distance

apart equal to 1. These lines both belong to the system G and so does every line which is

parallel to them but which does not lie between them. For each positive integer n, gn is an

open curve belonging to G such that (1) there is an interval of gn that contains a point of Bo B

but has its endpoints on At, A, (2) every point of gn is at a distance of less than 1/n from the

Une At,Bo- Of course, as is indicated in Fig. 1 for the case n = 1, there does not exist, on

every curve of G that lies between gn and gn+i, an interval that contains a point of B0 B and

has its endpoints on A0 A .
In the example indicated in Fig. 2, the open curves h, k and 2 belong to G. To obtain

the curves of G which he in domain I, II or III construct through each point of that domain

an open curve parallel and congruent to h, fc or I respectively. Each curve of G that lies in

the domain bounded by h, k and I lies as is roughly suggested in the figure.
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is not in one to one continuous correspondence with a complete system of

parallel lines. Let Gx and G2 be the system of curves represented in Figs.

1 and 2 respectively. The system 6?i is not equicontinuous.* That is to say

it is not true that for every positive number e there exists a positive number ô€

such that if Pi and P2 are points on some curve y of G at a distance apart

less than 8t then that arc of g which has Pi and P2 as its endpoints lies wholly

within some circle of radius e. The system G2 is equicontinuous but fails to

be what I will call inversely equicontinuous.

Definition 1. A system of curves G is equicontinuous with respect to a

given point-set M if for every positive number e there exists a positive number

ÓV« such that if Pi and P2 are two points of M at a distance apart less than bM,

and lying on a curve g of the system G then that arc of g which has Pi and P2

as endpoints lies wholly within some circle of radius e.

Definition 2. A system of curves G is inversely equicontinuous with

respect to a point-set M if for every positive number e there exists a positive

number 5Me such that if Pi and P2 are two points of M at a distance apart

less than t and lying on a curve g of the system G then that interval of g which

has Pi and P2 as endpoints lies wholly within a circle of radius hMt •

I will show that if G is a system of open curves lying in S such that through

each point of S there is just one curve of G, then in order that the system G

should be equivalent, from the standpoint of analysis situs, to a complete

system of parallel straight lines it is necessary and sufficient that it should

be both equicontinuous and inversely equicontinuous with respect to every

bounded set of points. Additional theorems of a related nature will also be

established.

Theorem 1. Suppose that, in a given plane S, ABCD is a rectangle and G

is a set of arcs such that (1) through each point of the point-set R, composed of

ABCD and its interior R, there is just one arc of G, (2) BC and AD are arcs

of G, (3) every arc of G (with the exception of BC and AD) lies entirely within

ABCD except that its endpoints are on AB and CD respectively, (4) the set of

arcs G is equicontinuous.

Then there is a one to one continuous transformation of the plane S into itself

which transforms the rectangle ABCD into a rectangle A' B' C D' and trans-

forms the set of arcs G into the set of all straight line intervals which are parallel

to A' D' and lie between A' D' and B' C (except that one of them coincides with

A' D' and another with B' C ) and are terminated by A' B' and C D'.

The truth of this theorem will be established with the help of a lemma.

This lemma will be proved first.

Definition 3.    A connected domain K is said to be a simple domain with

* Cf. G. Ascoli, Suite curve limüi di una variétà data di curve, Memorie della Reale

Accademia dei Lincei,. vol. 18 (1884), pp. 521-586.
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respect to a set of arcs G satisfying the conditions stated in the hypothesis of

Theorem 1 if (1) every point of K is within AB CD, (2) K contains the whole

of every G-interval* whose endpoints are in K, (3) there exist two G-arcs

oi and g2 such that (a) gi liés above g2, every point of K is between oi and o2

and both oi and g2 have points in common with the boundary of K, (b) the

set of all those points that the boundary of K has in common with o, is an

interval U of o, (i = 1, 2), (c) no point of ti or of fe is a limit point of a

point-set which lies between gi and g2 and contains no point of K. The

interval U minus its endpoints will be called the upper base, and the interval

t2 minus its endpoints will be called the lower base, of the domain K.

Lemma 1. If Gis a set of arcs satisfying the conditions stated in the hypothesis

of Theorem 1 and K is a simple domain with respect to G, then any point on the

upper base of K can be joined to any point on its lower base by a simple con-

tinuous arc that lies wholly in K and does not have more than one point in common

with any arc of the set G.

Proof. If P is a point of R and e is a positive number let RPe denote the

set of all points X such that X lies on a (3-interval whose endpoints are both

within a circle of radius e with center at P. If for a given point P and a given

pair of positive numbers e and e, such that e ^ e, the point-set RPe has

points between two distinct G-arcs oi and g2 and also has points on </i and

points on g2, the set of all those points of RPe that lie between ¡71 and g2 will

be called an elemental region of rank e .f It may be easily proved that if e is a

positive number each point of K is in some elemental region of rank e which lies

together with its boundary wholly in the point-set K* composed of K and its

two bases. Such an elemental region will be called a A-element of rank e. If

E and F are two points of K* and E is above F, a chain of K-elements from E to

F or from Fto E or joining E to F or F to Eisa, finite set of ^-elements Ki,K2,

K3, • • • , Kn such that (1) E belongs to the upper base of Ki and F belongs to

the lower base of K„, (2) for each t(lSi = n) the lower base of K¡ and the

upper base of A,+i lie on the same arc of the set G and have points in common

and the set of all their common points is a segment U. The point-set

Ki + K2 + K3 + ••• + Kn + h + t2 + t3 + •• ■ + tn-i is a simple domain.

It will be called the domain associated with the chain Ki, K2, • • •, Kn.

Suppose that E is a point on the upper base oi K, F is & point on its lower

base and « is a positive number. I will show that E can be joined to F by a

chain of if-elements of rank e.    Let K denote the set of all those points of K

* If G is a set of arcs or curves a G-arc or a G-curve is an arc or a curve of the set G. A

G-interval is an interval (and a G-segment is a segment) of such an arc or curve. If G is a set

satisfying the conditions stated in the hypothesis of TheoremJ., the G-arc gx is said to be abov»

the G-arc g¡ if it lies between g, and BC^ If P is a point of R, gp denotes that arc of G which

contains P.   If Pi and P% are points of R, P¡ will be said to lie above P2 in case gp¡ is above gPi.

t According to this definition if tx < e2 every elemental region of rank u is also of rank ej.
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that lie on arcs of G below the arc gE and that can be joined to E by chains

of JsT-elements of rank e. There exists a ii-element of rank « whose upper

base contains the point E and every such Ä-element contains_points in com-

mon with some </-arc lying below gs •    It follows that the set K_ exists.

Suppose that WZ is an arc of G that contains a point of K. The set of

points common to WZ and K is a segment W' Z'. Every point of W' Z'

must belong to K. For suppose this is not the case. Then the segment

W' Z' is the sum of two mutually exclusive point-sets Si and S2 such that Si

is a subset of K but no point of S2 belongs to K. There exists a point P

which either belongs to Sx and is a limit point of S2 or belongs to S2 and is a

limit point of Si. In the first case there is a chain a2 of Ä-elements of rank e

from E to P. The lower base of the last element of this chain is a segment of

W' Z' containing P. Since P is a limit point of S2 this segment must contain

at least one point P2 of S2. Thus a2 is a chain of Z-elements of rank e from

E to P2. Thus the supposition that Si contains a limit point of S2 leads to a

contradiction. Suppose now that S2 contains a point P which is a limit

point of Si.   There exists (Fig. 3) a Ä-element e of rank e whose lower base

W2 Z2 is a segment of W' Z' containing P. Since P is a limit point of Si

there exists on the segment W2 Z2 a point Pi belonging to Si. There exists a

chain ex, e2, e3, • • •, en of íT-elements of rank e from E to Pi. The lower

base of the last element cn of this chainjs a segment WXZX containing Pi.

There exist a G-arc g and two segments Wx Zx &\\àWj Z2 such that (1) Wx Zx

is the set of all points common to e^and g, (2) W2 Z2 is the set of all points

common to e and g, (3) Wx Zx and W2 Z2 have a segment in common. Let en

denote that part of en which lies between g and the arc of G that contains the

upper base of en. Let ê„+x denote that part of e which lies between g and W2Z2.

The set of elements ex, e2, e3, ■•■, en-\, e„, c^-i is a chain of if-elements of

rank e from E to P. It is'thus established that if one point of W' Z' belongs

to K then so does every other point_of W' Z'. It has been shown that if a

G-arc above gF contains a point of K then so must some7 lower arc of G. It

follows that if F does not belong to K there ^exists an arc XY which is the

uppermost arc of G that contains no point of K. Let P denote a point of K

on the arc XY. There exists a X-element e of rank e whose lower base con-

tains P.   The set G contains an arc g that intersects e in a segment MN.
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Let P denote a point of MN. There exists a chain of A'-elements of rank £

from E to P. If to this chain of elements there is added that portion of the

Ä-element e which lies between g and XY there is obtained a chain of K-

elements of rank e from E to P. Thus the supposition that E can not be

joined to F by a chain of A-elements of rank e leads to a contradiction. It

follows that there exists a simple chain eXi, eX2, eX3, ••■, EXn of A-elements

of rank 1 from E to F. Let Kx denote the domain associated with this chain.

There exists a simple chain of Ai-elements of rank 1 from E to F. This

process may be continued. It follows that there exists a sequence of simple

chains Ci, C2, C3, •■• from E to F such that if, for each n, Kn denotes the

domain associated with C„ then (1) every link of Cn+i is a ÄVelement of rank

1/n, (2) K'n+i is a subset of the point-set composed of K„ plus its bases. Let t

denote the set of all points [ X] such that X belongs to every Kn. With the

aid of the fact that the set G is equicon-

tinuous, it can be proved* that t is a

simple continuous arc from E to F and

that it does not have more than one

point in common with any given arc of

the set G. The truth of Lemma 1 is

thus established.

Proof of Theorem 1. If X is a point

of AB and XY is that arc of G which

has X as one of its endpoints, it may

be easily proved with the aid of the

Heine-Borel Theorem that there exists

on XY a finite set of points Ax, A2,

A3, • • •, Au in the order XAX A2 A3 A4

intervals XAX, AXA2, •■•, An-iAn, An

some circle of radius 1. Let Cx, C2, d,

BCX C2Ci--- Cn-i C„ C on the arc BC and let Dlt D2, D3, ■

n points in the order ADX D2 ■ • • Dn-i D„ D on the arc AD.

Fig. 4.

An-i An Y such that each of the

Y of the arc XY lies wholly within

, Cn denote n points in the order

■ ■, Dn denote

With the use

of Lemma 1 it is easily established that there exist (Fig. 4) two sets of arcs

A\ Ci, A2 C2, Ai C3, •••, An Cn and AxDi, A2D2, ASD5, • • •, AnDn such

that no arc of either set has a point in common with any other arc of that

set and such that, for every n, (1) An C„ lies except for its endpoints entirely

within ABCD and between XY and BC, (2) AnDn lies, except for its end-

points, entirely within ABCD and between XY and AD, (3) neither A„ Cn

nor An Dn has more than one point in common with any one arc of the set G.

It is easy to show that there exist two points X' and X iff the order AX' XXB

* Cf. the proof of Theorem 15 of my paper On the foundations of plane analysis situs, these

Transactions, vol. 17 (1916), pp. 136-139.
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and two arcs X' Y' and X Y belonging to G such that if for every i (Í si i si n )

A'i is the point in which X' Y' intersects Ai Di and Ai is the point in which

XY intersects Aid then the closed curve bounded by the intervals A'i Ai,

A_i_Ai, AiAi+i, Ai+i Ai+X, Ai+X A'i+X and A'i+xA'i of the arcs Ai Di, Aid,

XY, Au-i Ci+i, Ai+X Di+X and X' Y' respectively (Fig. 4) lies entirely within

some circle of radius 1. For each point X of AB make a similar construction

and apply the Heine-Borel Theorem to the set of segments [ X' X ]. If certain

arcs are properly continued there will result a double ruling* Tx of ABCD

such that (1) the arcs of one of its single rulings are arcs of G and each arc

of its other single ruling has its endpoints on BC and AD respectively and

has just one point in common with each arc of the set G, (2) each of the sub-

divisions into which Tx divides ABCD lies within some circle of radius 1.

In a similar way each subdivision a of this set can itself be subdivided by a

double ruling TXoi such that (1) each arc of one of its single rulings is an interval

of an arc of G, (2) each arc of its other single ruling has its endpoints on the

arcs which form respectively the upper and the lower base of a and no arc

of this ruling has more than one point in common with any arc of G, (3) each

of the subdivisions intQ which TXa divides a is within a circle of radius 1/2.

It follows that there exists a double ruling T2 satisfying the Conditions (1)

and (2) stated above as being satisfied by Tx and also satisfying the additional

condition that each of its subdivisions is within some circle of radius 1/2,

for every a each arc of TXa being an interval of an arc of one or the other

of the rulings of T2. This may be continued. It follows that there exists

an infinite sequence of double rulings Tx, T2, T3, • • • such that for every n,

(1) T„ satisfies the conditions (1) and (2) stated above for Tx, (2) each arc

of Tn is an arc of Tn+X, (3) each subdivision of Tn is within a circle of radius

1/n. Let ß be the set of all arcs [t] such that, for some n, t belongs to one

of the rulings of Tn and has its endpoints on AD and BC respectively. If P is

a point on BC which is not an endpoint of an arc of the set ß then there exists

just one arc tp that has one endpoint at P and the other on AD, lies except

for its endpoints entirely within ABCD and has no point in common with

any arc of the set ß. Let y be the set of all such arcs tp for all such points P.

Let G' denote the set of arcs composed of all the arcs of ß together with all

the arcs of y and the straight intervals AB and CD. If P is a point on or

within the rectangle ABCD let hp denote the distance from A to the point

of intersection of AD with that arc of G' that passes through P. Let kp denote

the distance from A to the point in which AB intersects that arc of G which

passes through P. Let AD be the axis of X and AB the axis of F in a rect-

angular system of coordinates.   If P is on or within the rectangle ABCD let

* Cf. my paper Concerning a set of postulates for plane analysis situs, these  Transac-

tions, vol. 20 (1919), p. 172 (footnote) and pp. 172-175.
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P' denote thejjoint whose coordinates are (hp, kP). Let T denote the trans-

formation of R into' itself such that if P is any point of R then T(P) = P'.

It is easy to see that the transformation T is continuous and that there exists a

continuous transformation T, oi S into itself, which i educes to T on R.

The transformation T satisfies all the requirements of Theorem 1.

Theorem 2. //, in a plane S, G is a set of open curves such that through

each point of S there is just one curve of G, then in order that the set of curves G

should be in one to one continuous correspondence with a complete system of

parallel lines in S it is necessary and sufficient that the set G should be both equi-

continunns and inversely equicontinuous with respect to every bounded set of

points.

That this condition is necessary may be easily seen. I will show that it is

sufficient.

Proof. Suppose that G is a set of open curves such that (1) through each

point of S there is just one curve of G, (2) G is both equicontinuous and

inversely equicontinuous with respect to every bounded set of points. I will

first show that of any three distinct curves of the set G one separates the other

two from each other.

Suppose on the contrary that there exist three open curves h, k and I of

the set G such that no one of them separates the other two. Then the set of

all points [ P ] such that P is between every two of the curves h, k and Z is a

domain D. Every curve of G which contains a point of D lies wholly in D.

If g is any curve of G lying wholly in D then either (1) g separates one of the

curves h, k and I from the other two or (2) two of the curves h, k and I are such

that if they be designated as h and k respectively and the third one be desig-

nated as I then there exists a ray AB oi h, a. ray CD of k and an arc AC lying

except for its endpoints wholly in D such that the rays AB and CD and the

arc AC constitute the common boundary of a domain E which contains g and

is a subset of D. A curve g satisfying condition (1) will be called a curve

of class I with respect to that one of the curves h, k and I which it separates

from the other two, and a curve satisfying condition (2) will be called a curve

of class II with respect to h and k. Suppose there exist curves of class I

with respect to h. It is clear that of every two such curves one of them separ-

ates the other one from h and is separated by the other one from k and from I.

I will show that there is a last curve of class I with respect to h, that is to

say there is one that separates every other one from k and from I. Suppose

this is not the case. Let .A denote a point of k and ¿ a point of I and let KI

denote an arc which lies except for its endpoints entirely in D. In view of

the fact that the set of curves G is inversely equicontinuous with respect to

the bounded point-set KL, it is clear that there exist two other points K'

and ¿' on k and I respectively and an arc K' ¿' lying, except for its endpoints,
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wholly in D and having no point in common with KL such that (1) the rays

K' K and L' L of k and I respectively, together with the arc K' L' and the

curve h, constitute the complete boundary of a domain a which is a subset

of D and (2) no arc of G with endpoints on KL contains a point of K' L'.

There must exist a point-set ß (Fig. 5) which is a subset of a + ray K' K

Fig. 5.

+ ray L' L such that ß is the complete boundary of the set of all points [ X ]

such that X is separated from k and from I by some curve of class I with

respect to h. The point-set ß is connected and contains points in a. For

each such point P there exists through P a curve gp of the set G. Let gp

denote the set of all those points that are common to gp and ß. The point-

set gp is a closed proper subset of the connected point-set ß and has no point

in common with k or with I. It follows that if P is a definite point of ß lying

in a the point-set gp contains a point Pq which is the sequential limit point

of a sequence of points Pi, P2, P3, • • • , all belonging to ß and lying in a

such that (1) no two of the point-sets gp,,gp,,gps, • • • lie on the same curve

of the set G and (2) the point-set Pi + P2 + P3 + • • • is within some closed

curve J that lies wholly in D . There exist six distinct points A , B ,C, D,

E and F and arcs AB, 15 D, EF such that (I) A and C are on h, Pand E

are on k, and D and F are on I, (2) each of the arcs AB, CD and EF lies,

except for its endpoints, in the domain D and no two of them have a point in

common, (3) the curve J is wholly within the closed curve J formed by the

arcs AB, EF and CD together with the intervals AC, BE and DF of the

curves h, k and I respectively. There does not exist more than one integer n

such that the curve gpn separates k from h and from I. Eor suppose there

are two such integers ni and n2. Then one of the curves gpni and opnj separ-

ates the other one from h and therefore separates a point of ß from h. But

every domain that contains a point of ß contains a point of some G-curve

that separates h from k and from I.    Hence either gpni or gpni separates h
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from a G-curve g0 which separates h from Ä; and from I. Hence gPn or gPn

has at least one point in common with o0 • But this is contrary to hypothesis.

Similarly there does not exist more than one value of n such that gPn separates

I from h and from k. It follows that there exists an infinite sub-sequence

opni, gpn,t gpn,, • • • of distinct curves of the^sequence gp^gp,, gP,, ••• and

an arc XY (identical with one of the arcs AB, CD and EF) such that for

each m the curve gPx_ contains an interval AP„m PKm BP„m whose endpoints

-4p„jind BPn are on XY and which lies, except for its endpoints, wholly with-

in J. By hypothesis, for every positive number e there exists a positive

number 8jt such that if, for some n, the distance from APnm to BPnm is less

fhan 8j, then the whole arc APnm P„m BPnm lies within a circle of radius e. It

can be easily seen that if i and j are distinct integers the intervals APnf BP„{ and

APv BPn of the arc XY have no point in common. Hence if e is the least

distance from a point of the arc A F to a point of the closed curve J there

exists an integer m such that the distance from APv^ to Bpm is less than 8?, '.

It follows that every point of the arc APn- P„s BPn- is at a distance of less

than e from the point APn-. But the distance from PB5 to -dp„_ is not less

than e. Thus the supposition that there exists no last curve of class I with

respect to h has led to a contradiction. Hence there exists a curve h which

is the last curve of class I with respect to A. In a similar way it may be

shown that there exist curves k and I which are the last curves of class I with

respect to Ä; and I respectively. No one of the curves h, k and I separates the

other two from each other and no curve of the set G separates one of them

from the other two.

Let D denote the connected domain which is bounded by the curves h,

k and I. With the aid of several applications of the fact that the system G is

inversely equicontinuous with respect to every bounded set of points it can

be shown that there exist six points M, T, H ^L, K¿_N and three arcs MN,

TH&nd KL such_that (1)_M and T are on h, H and ¿ are on I, K and N are

on k, (2) MN, TH and KL lie, except for their endpoints, entirely in D and

no two of them have a point in common, (3) no curve of G distinct from h,

k and ¿contains a point of more than one of the arcs MN ,TH and A¿ (Fig. 6).

Let ß denote the region bounded by the arcs MN, TH, KL and the intervals

MT, HL and KN respectively of the curves A, I and k. By an argument

similar in large part to that employed above to show the existence of A it

may be proved that if o is a curve of the set G that contains a point oi.MN

there exists a curve g of the set G which either coincides with g or separates g

from each of the curves A, k and I but is not itself separated from any one of

these curves by any other curve of G. Every such curve g will be called a

curve of class III. There clearly exist infinitely^ many distinct curves of

class III.   Let M * denote a point on A in the order TMM* and let N* denote a

Tran». Am. Math.Soc.
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point on Je in the order KNN*. Let t denote an arc that has M * and N* as

endpoints, lies except for its endpoints entirely in D and has no point in com-

mon with MN. If a curve of G contains a point P of MN there is an interval

of that curve that contains P and has its endpoints on t. It follows that there

exists an infinite set of distinct arcs .¡4i Pi Pi, A2 P2 B2, A3 P3 B3, • • ■ such

that (1) for every n, An and 5„ are on t and the arc An P„ P„ is an interval

of a curve of class III, (2) if nx is distinct from n2, Anx P„, P„, and A„2 P„, P«,

Fig. 6.

are not intervals of the same curve of the set G, (3) for every n the arc An P„ P„

contains a point of MN, (4) if nx is distinct from n2 the intervals A„x Pn, and

An¡ P„2 of M * N* have no point in common. If e is the least distance from a

point of t to a point of MN there exists a positive integer n such that the dis-

tance from A- to Bj, is less than 5¡e. But there exists an interval A„ P¿¡ BH

of a curve of the set G with A- and P5 as endpoints and containing a point P^

at a distance of € or more from A„ • Thus the supposition that no one of the

curves h, k and I separates the other two has led to a contradiction. It fol-

lows that, of any three curves of G, one separates the other two.

If g is a definite G-curve, G is a definite circle and A is a point of G not

lying on g there exists a G-curve which lies on the -4-sicLe of g but contains

* See Theorem 2 of my paper On the most general class L of Fréchet in which the Heine-Borel-

Lebesgue Theorem holds true, Procee'dings of the National Academy of

Sciences, vol. 5 (1919), p. 208.
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no point of G. This may be proved as follows. For every G-curve g that

lies on the .4-side of g and contains a point of C let C„ denote the set of all

points [X] of C such that X is either on g or on the far side of g from g.

For every such g the set C„ is closed and bounded and for every two such gr's,

gx and g2, either G¿] contains GÎ2 or Gj2 contains C-^. It follows* that there

exists at least one point P whicu belongs to C„ for every G-curve g which lies

on the A -side of g and contains a point of C. If gP denotes that G-curve

which contains the point P then no G-curve which lies on the far side of gP

from g can contain any point of C.

It easily follows that for every circle G there exist two G-curves such that

every point of C lies between them. Now let 0 denote some definite point

and for each positive integer n let G„ denote a circle with center at 0 and ra-

dius n. Let g0 denote that G-curve which passes through 0. Let gx and <7_i

denote two G-curves such that Gi lies between them. Let g2 and g-2 denote

two G-curves such that G2 lies between them and such that g2 is on the far

side of gx from 0 and o_2 is on the far side of g-X from 0. This process may

be continued. It follows that there exists a set G0 of G-curves consisting of

two infinite sequences g0, gx, g2, • • • and g-i, g-2, g-3, ■ ■ • such that, for

each positive n, G„ lies between gn and <7_„, gn+i is on the far side of gn from 0

and ff-(n+i) is on the far side of ff_„ from 0. It is clear that every point is

either on some curve of the set Go or between two successive curves of Go.

With the use of the fact that the system G is inversely equicontinuous with

respect to every bounded point-set and that, of any three curves of G, one

separates the other two, it can be shown that there exist four infinite

sequences of points A0, Ax, A2, A3, •••; A-X, A-2, A-3, •••; B0, Bx,

B2, B3, • • • and P_i, P_2, P_3, • - • and two sequences of arcs A0 B0,

Ai Bx, A2 B2, • • • and A-i P_i, A-2 P_2, A-3 P_3, • • • such that (1) for

every n the points An, An+i, An+2 are in the order An A„+i A„+2 on gi and

the points P„, P„+i, Bn+2 are in the order Bn Pn+i P„+2 on g0, (2) for each n

and m(m 4= n) the arcs A„ P„ and Am Bm lie entirely between <7o and gi

and have no point in common, (3) for every point X on gi and every point

Y on <7o there exists a positive integer n such that X is on the interval A^, An

of gx and Y is on the interval P_„ Bn of go, (4) if, for each n, Jn denotes the

closed curve formed by the arcs A„ Bn, An+X Bn+i and the G-intervals A„ A„+x

and Bn Bn+X then (a) every point between go and gx is on or within some Jn,

(b) if | m — ?t | > 1 every G-interval whose endpoints are on or within Jm

lies wholly without J„. For each integer n let Kn denote the set of all points

[X] such that X lies on a G-interval whose endpoints are within Jin. By

methods wholly or largely identical with those employed in the proof of Lem-

ma 1 it may be shown that there exists an arc Dn En which lies entirely in the

domain Kn, except that its endpoints Dn and En lie on gx and ¡70 respectively,
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and which does not have morethan one point in common with any curve

of the set G. For each n let J» denote the closed curve found by the arcs

Dn En, Dn+i En+i and the G-intervals Dn Dn+i, En En+i and let Rn denote its

interior. By Theorem 1 there exists a set of arcs an such that (1) each arc

of an has its endpoints on gx and go respectively and lies, except for its end-

points, wholly within Jn, (2) no two arcs of ot„ have a point in common,

(3) through each point of the point-set composed of Rn and the two G-segments

Dn Dn+i and En En+i there is one and only one arc of the set cu, (4) no arc

of an has more than one point in common with any one arc of the set G.

Let Ho denote the set of arcs composed of all the arcs of all the sets a« together

with all the arcs Dn En. For each n there exists a set of arcs Hn bearing to

gn and g„+i a relation similar to the above described relation of H0 to go and oi,

so that (1) each arc of Hn lies entirely between gn and </„+! except that its end-

points are on gn and g„+i respectively, (2) through each point that lies on g„

or gn+i or between them there is just one arc of Hn, (3) no arc of Hn has more

than one point in common with any arc of the set G. For each point P there

exists rip such that P is either on gnp 0r between g„P and gnp+i- Let hXP

denote that arc of H„p which passes through P. Let A2P denote that arc of

Hnp+i which has an endpoint in common with hiP and let A0p denote that arc

of H„ _i which has an endpoint in common with AXp. This process may be

continued. Thus there exists a set of arcs [hmP] ( — œ < m < » ) such

that, for every m, h(m+i)P belongs to the set Hnp+m and has an endpoint in

common with h(m+2)P. The point-set obtained by adding together all the

arcs of the set [ hmP] is an open curve hP that passes through the point P and

has just one point in common with each curve of the set G. Let H denote

the set of all curves hP for all points P of S. Through each point of S there is

just one curve.of the set H and just one curve of the set G and if A is any

curve of H and 0 is any curve of G, A and g have just one point in common.

It follows* that there exists a one to one transformation of S into itself which

carries H into a complete system of parallel lines and G into another complete

system of parallel lines.

Theorem 3. If AAo Bo B is a rectangle and Ax Bx, A2 B2, A3 B3, • • • is

an infinite sequence G of arcs such that (1) the points A\, A2, A¡, • • • are in

the order Ao Ax A2 A3 • •• An An+i_ • • • A on the interval A0 A and the points

Bi, B2, B3, ••• are in the order Bo BiB2B3 • • • Bn Bn+i • • • B on the interval

Bo B, (2) every arc of G liest except for its endpoints entirely within the rectangle

AAo Bo B, (3) no two arcs of G have a point in common and (4) for each positive

number e there exists a positive number n, such that if n > n,, then every point of

An Bnis ata distance less than e from the line AB ; then in order that the sequence G

* Cf. pp. 177-178 of my paper Concerning a set of postulates for plane analysis situs, loc. cit.
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should be equivalent from the standpoint of analysis situs to an infinite sequence

of straight line intervals, satisfying the same conditions (l)-(4), and all parallel

to AB, it is necessary and sufficient that the set of arcs G should be equicontinuous.

That this condition is necessary, is evident.    I will show that it is sufficient.

Proof. Suppose G is an equicontinuous sequence of arcs satisfying condi-

tions (l)-(4) of the hypothesis of Theorem 3. By hypothesis for every positive

number e there exists a positive number 6, such that if Pi and P2 are two

points on an arc o of G at a distance apart less than or equal to 5, then the

interval Pi P2 of g liés entirely within some circle of radius e. It follows with

the help of condition (4) that if X and Y are two points of A B at a distance

apart less than or equal to 5e and px and p2 are straight lines perpendicular to

AB at X and Y respectively then if* n > n5< no interval of An Bn with end-

points on px contains a point of p2. If, for every n, Xn denotes the last

point that An Bn has in common with px and Yn denotes the first point that

it has in common with p2 it follows that if nx and n2 are positive integers

greater than n{f and Pni and P„, are points between px and p2 on the intervals

X„x Ynx and Xni Ynt respectively of the arcs A„x B„x, Ant P„, then Pni can be

joined to P„, by a simple continuous arc that lies wholly between px and p2

and lies except for its endpoints wholly between the arcs Anx B„x and Ant P„,.

Now for each positive integer n subdivide the interval AB into 3" equal sub-

intervals by 3n — 1 points AnX, An2, An3, • • ■, An^3n_x) ( 1 si n < ».) in the

order AA„X An, ■ ■ • An^3n_x) B. For each n and m ( 1 Si m si 3" — 1 ) let pnm

denote the perpendicular to AB at the point Anm • There exists a sequence

of positive integers ñx, ñ2, ñ3, • • • such that ñi < ñ2 < ñ3 • • ■ and such that,

for every k,ñk> ns¡/3t, where_¿ is the_ length of AB. For each k let g~k

denote the arc Añk Pñ* and let Ak and Bk denote its endpoints, Ak being that

one which lies on ^t^40 • For each n and m ( 1 Si m Si 3" — 1 ) let Bnm be the

ärst and Anm the last point that the arc gn has in common with pnm. Let t„m

denote the G-segment Anm Pn(»+-i) • For each n and each positive integer m (less

than 3" ) of the form 3k — 2 (where k is an integer) let X»m denote a point of the

segment tnm. If, for each such n and m, m denotes the number 3m + 1, there

exists (Fig. 7) an arc Xnm X(n+X)m which has notf more than one point in com-

mon with any arc of the set G, lies wholly between the lines pnm and pn(nn-i) and

also lies, except for its endpoints, wholly between the arcs gn and ¡/Vu. For

every n (0 Si n < oo ) let A'„ denote a point on the straight line interval A0 A

at a distance from A equal to a/(n + 1 ), where a is the length of A0 A, and

let B'n denote a point on the interval P0jB at the distance a/(n + 1 ) from B.

Let go denote the straight line interval A0 B0- For each n(0sire< °o) let

Jn denote the closed curve formed by the arcs gn and gn+i and the intervals

* For the meaning of n3e see Condition (4).

t There are not more than a finite number of arcs, of the set G between gn and gn+i.
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An An+Í and B„ B„+i of ^4^40 and BB0 respectively. Let Rn denote the point-

set composed of Jn and its interior. Let An denote the point-set composed

of the rectangle A'n A'n+X B'n+1 B'„ and its interior and let R be that composed

of AAo Bo B and its interior. Let b denote the length of AB. With the aid

of a theorem of Schoenflies'* it may be easily seen that there exists a sequence '

of one to one transformations T0, Tx, T2, • • • such that, for each n (0 ^ n

< » ), (1)  Tn is a continuous transformation of R„ into R'n, (2)  Tn trans-

ió B„

Fig. 7.

forms An, An+X, Bn and Bn+i into A'„, A'„+x, B'„ and B'n+X respectively, (3) if

P is a point of <7„+i, Tn(P) = f„+i(P), (4) if there is any G-arc between

gn and ¡7„+i every such arc is transformed by Tn into a straight line interval

parallel to AB, (5) if n S 1 then for each m (less than 3n ) of the form 3fc — 2,

where k is a positive integer, the point Xnm is transformed by Tn into a point

X'nm lying on the straight interval A'n B'n at a distance from AA0 equal to

(m + 1/2)6/3" and the arc Xnm X(n+i)m is transformed into the straight

line interval joining the point X'nm to the point X[n+X)ñ. For each n let Hn

denote the set of all arcs [ A] in Pn_such that ^(A) is a verticalf straight

line interval. If P is a point on A0 B0 let hP0 denote that arc of H0 which

contains P, let Api denote that arc of Hx which has an endpoint in common

with Apo, let Ap2 denote that arc of H2 which has an endpoint in common with

Api, and so on indefinitely. It is possible to show that there exists only one

point 0P on AB which is a limit point of the point-set hpo + Ap! + Ap2 + • • •

and that the set of points 0P + Apo + hPX + Ap2 + - • • is a simple continuous

arc from P to 0P. Let H denote the set of all such arcs for all points P on

^40Po. Let K denote the set of arcs composed of AB and every arc in R

which, for some n, is transformed by Tn into a straight interval parallel to AB.

If P is any point of R let 0P denote the point which AB has in common with

* Bericht über die Entvñckelung der Lehre von den PunklmannigfaÜigkeiten, Part II, p. 108.

t I.e., perpendicular to AB.
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that arc of H which passes through P and let LP denote the point which A0A

has in common with that arc of K which passes through P. For each point P,

of R, let T(P) denote the point in which the perpendicular to AB at the

point Op intersects the perpendicular to A A o at the point Lp. The so deter-

mined transformation T is a continuous transformation of R into itself. It is

easy to see that there exists a continuous transformation of S into itself which

reduces to T on P. Every such transformation satisfies the requirements of

Theorem 3.

The truth of the following theorems may also be established.

Theorem 4. //, in a plane S, 0 is a point and G is a set of open curves

through 0 such that through each point of S distinct from 0 there is one and only

one curve of the set G, then in order that G should be equivalent from the stand-

point of analysis situs to the set of all straight lines in S through O it is necessary

and sufficient that G should be equicontinuous with respect to every bounded set

of points.

Theorem 5. If, in a plane S, 0 is a point and G is a set of simple closed

curves enclosing 0 such that through each point of S distinct from 0 there is one

and only one curve of the set G, then in order that G should be equivalent from the

standpoint of analysis situs to the set of all circles in S with center at 0 it is neces-

sary and sufficient that the set G should be equicontinuous with respect to every

bounded set of points.
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